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Part A    (10 x 1 = 10 Marks) 

I. Answer all the following objective questions (Choose the correct answer)  

1. The Intel 8086 microprocessor  is a ________ bit processor. 

a) 4   b) 8            c) 16     d) 32 

2. The CF is known as _____ Flag 

a) Carry   b) Condition                c) Common    d) Code 

3. Which of the following is not a data transfer operation? 

a) MOV      b) PUSH   c) DAS            d) POP                   

4. The instruction MOV AX,0005H belongs to the address mode 

a) register  b) immediate   c) direct  d) register relative  

5. In an absolute loading system, which loader function is accomplished by assembler? 

a) linking  b) loading   c) allocation               d) reallocation  

6. When a computer is first turned on or restarted , a _____ loader is executed. 

a) bootstrap        b) relocation   c) relative   d) linker  

7. State of a thread when it cannot continue execution because it is waiting for an event that will never 

occur is called  __________________ 

       a) deadlock  b)synchronization   c) mutual exclusion   d) serialization  

8. Mechanism that a system can provide to implement mutual exclusion is_______ . 

a) deadlock  b) critical section  c)semaphore  d) swapping 

9. The  _________ is used as an index into the page table. 

a) frame bit  b) page number    c) page offset   d) frame offset 

10. In segmentation each address is specified by_______ 

a) segment number and offset     b) offset and value 

c) value and segment number     d) key and value                 

  



Part B    (5 X 4 = 20 Marks) 

II. Answer all the Questions for the following. Write not more than 200 words each. 

11. a) State Execution of Three Address Instruction with example 

[or] 

       b) Describe Evolution of Microprocessor and its types 

12. a) Discuss about Assembly language programming 

[or] 

       b) Demonstrate Construction of machine codes. 

13. a) Explain evolution of OS 

 [or] 

       b) Show how a  loader Recognise input basic elements? 

14. a) Outline concept of multiprogramming in your own words? 

[or] 

       b) Infer briefly time sharing system 

15. a) Assess requirements of memory management 

[or] 

       b) Justify the concept of virtual memory 

Part C    (3 * 15 = 45 Marks) 

III. Answer any three Questions from the following. 

16. Draw a neat sketch of 8086 and brief its internal architecture? 

17. Illustrate with your own example, writing programs with an assembler? 

18. Examine and explain OS User Viewpoint? 

19. Point out how Deadlock can be prevented and avoided? 

20. Determine how Paging and segmentation is carried out? 
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